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MATHEMATICS HONOURS 

Paper CC-9 

(Partial Differential Equation and Multivariate Calculus-11) 

Full Marks : 65 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 
as far as practicable. 

All svmbols have their usual meanung 

Group A 

(Marks : 20) 

. Answer all questions with proper justification (one mark for correct answer and one mark ior 

justification): (1-1) 10 

(a) Naure of the partial difierential equation (PDE) + sin u = e" is 

(1) non-linear fîrst order (11) non-linear second order 

ii) linear first order (iv) none of these. 

(b) Elimination of the arbitrary constants a and b from the equation log, (az - 1) =*+ar b gives the 

PDE 

tiin1-EË-,È 
CX 

(iv) none of these. 

C 

(c) Characteristic curves of the PDE uY +2/+Su +l =0 1s gven by 

(i) +(1-2i)x = Cj. y+(1+2/)x =C2 i) r-(1-2i)x = C).I-(1+2i)r = c2 

(ii) -(1+2i)x = Cj.J-(1+2i)x=C2 (iv) none of these. 

(d) -V.X/n +XUn =e - for all x>0 is 

i) hyperbolie for all values of x. (ii) parabolic for all values ofx. 

iin elliptie for all values of x. (iv) parabolic for x = 0 and elliptie for x>0. 
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2 has a solution 

(i) +=* (i) 

ii) + +* (iv) 

() The eomplete solution of the non-linear partial differential equation = C1s 

(i)a cone (ii) a cylinder 

(ii) a sphere (iv) none of these. 

g V'alue of 1 dr ch over the region bounded by xr 
= 1. r 

= 0. ' 
= X, X =| is 

G) 

(11) 1 (iv) 

(h) If the order of integration 1(x, J) dx is interchanged. then it will take the form 

(r. r) dr fx) dr 

fx.1) dr (iv) none of these. 

i) If F =x*i + x-j +21=k . then the value of div curl F{ is 

(ii) (ii) 2 iv) + 0 
(1) 

(i) The work done by a particle in the lorce field F =3x"i +(2.r - J)j + =k along straight line from 

(0. 0. 0) 1o (2. 1. 3) is 

ii) 22 units (i) 16 units 

(iv) 42 units. iii) 14 units 
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Group - B 

(Marks: 21) 

Answer any three questions. 
(a) Apply Charpit's method to ind the complete iniegral of he PDE (p +q\p¥ *q)=. (b) rorm a PDE by eleminating the arbitrary function o and w from the relation u(x. I) = yO(X)+ XV(V) 

4-3 

3. Using method of separation of variables solve the PDE 4 = 3 under the condition 

: = Se-eat x = 0. 

4.Using n = x + 
as one of the transformation variable. obtain the canonical orm o 

and hence solve it. 

5. A tightly stretched string of length / with fixed end points is initially at rest in its equilibrium position. and each of its points is given a velocity v. which is given by 

0sr< 
V(r) = 

ct-X).srsl 

Find the displacement. c being the wave speed. 

6. Solve the following initial boundary value problem 
, r(0< *<i. 1> 0) 

subject lo the conditions i(x. O) = Ssin nTr (n a-ve integer) 

u(0, 7) = u(7., t)) = 0. 

Group - C 

(Marks : 24) 

Answer any four questions. 

7. Using dilferentiation under the sign of integration find the value of or 4NCOS bxds . 
(0 

8. Evaluate the inteyral aken over the triangle with vertices at (0. 0). (2, 0) and (1. 3. 
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dr dr d: 9. Find the value of the integral where E =r. r. E):++ E" sl 
++(:-2 

E 

10. Define conserv ative vector field F and express its relation with the scalar potential ofr. I'. Z). W rile 

down Gauss's divergence theorem in case of an irrotational vector over the hemisphere centered al 

ongin. 4-2 

6 11. Find xdi+ dr bounded by the closed contour of astroid with x = a cos°t and r = a Sin"1. 

12. Find the surface area of the region common to the intersecting eylinders +1* = d and **= u" 

13. Prove that the volume common 1o the sphere - = a and the cyiinder - = ar 1s 

37-4)a3 


